
 

 

Minutes - Regulatory Practice Group Meeting - 29.06.20 – 5pm 
 
 
Present: VC, DC, PL, TA, TFQC, RKJQC, KB, SM, RB. 
 
Apologies: LC, LH, FD, EG, RN. MGQC, DM. 
 
 
Meetings with solicitors 
 

1. We have yet to organise our meeting with the Kingsley Napley Regulatory group which 
was postponed due to Covid 19. Our group would prefer to do this face to face we will 
review at our next meeting if we should do invite them to a pre-drinks meeting online 
with a view to later doing a proper face to face meeting with food later when we are 
allowed to meet again!  
 

2. Riel Karmy-Jones QC suggested we do a similar marketing event with Capsticks. 
Similarly, our group agreed it was preferable that this is done face to face but we can 
review at our next meeting when we see how long lockdown lasts for.  

 
Website development for chambers 
  

3. We observed that our website Regulatory Page needs much work. It does not list all 
of us that are appointed to various different panels. 
 

4. VC told KBQC that the Regulatory Group page refers to Environmental Law when 
clicked on rather than that all regulatory group work. Also, if a search is done for 
Health and Safety then a case of Sara Lawson QC’s in 2017 comes up. There is no list 
of members who have done the work yet. Nor a list of appointments by members to 
various bodies or lists for work.   
 

5. In order that the Regulatory Group part of the website properly reflects members 
appointments are members content that the list we created for our intern use is 
shared with the Chambers Website Committee. NP to send round the list too all so 
any updates can be made. If no one objects the list will be sent to the Website 
Committee by this Friday.  
 

6. We agreed that as a group we are willing to provide blogs to the BDMC group for 
distribution. We suggest this is done by the group following talks that we have done. 
I will be forwarding the slides of my talk to TFQC. 
 

7. Nicholas Hall and Aimee checked with all members that had done regulatory work. 
Please supply the list to VC so that this can be forwarded to the Website Committee. 
 

8. TFQC suggested we look at 6 Pump Court’s website and see how their setup showcases 
their talents more.  



 

 
9. Please can members feedback to KBQC any other ideas for the website to showcase 

members talents and to get work in. 
 

10. VC to check with Joe Barrett why we have two regulatory group emails and who the 
members are for each one. One of these group emails is to be deleted.  

 
 

Further talks/webinars/blogs 
 

11. We agreed our next talk will be by Emma Gargitter in September (first Monday i.e. 
07.09.20 on Inquiries and Inquest work – thereafter she and anyone listening can 
compose a blog of the talk.  
 

12. Laura Hoyano to advise when she can give her talk to the Regulatory Group on how 
vulnerable witnesses are dealt with in Regulatory Proceedings. Similarly a blog can 
follow from this by those listening in conjunction with Laura.  
 

13. We would like junior members to come forward to help research and help other 
members create webinars for this group. Their input would be credited by appearing 
in the webinar. Please contact VC if you are willing to research and contribute.  
 

14. Also does anyone wish to take the lead please on writing up a regulatory review 
quarterly of important cases and including cases members in chambers have done? 
(like TSQC’s fraud review)? I am happy to take this on but would need people to assist 
me. Please volunteer… 
 

 
Other regulatory appointments  
 

15. VC to contact Mary Rahman and Nick Parkinson re using google analytics to pursue 
opportunities for applying for roles in the regulatory field. 

 
 
Inquest and Coroners Court work 

 
16. VC to contact Lee Young regarding inquest work and pursuing civil contacts.  

 
17. VC reports that Inquest did not reply to an application from the group. DC to make 

another application – to see if he has any joy.  
 

18. VC to contact Paul Evan’s wife who is a Coroner and Mark Lucraft QC to ask if they 
would be willing to do a webinar on inquests.  
 

19. All those that did the coroner’s course at Kings College London are to consider how 
best to use the course to develop work in that area. Ideas to be emailed to VC please 
from all those that did this course please?  



 

 
Other work opportunities  

 
20. RKJQC to check with ICCSA and see if there are any opportunities for disclosure juniors. 

 
21. RB is doing a regulatory prosecution case where there will be a junior instructed. He 

will keep in mind members of this group. 
 

22. VC and DC to speak to Andrew Bano and pursue further opportunity/idea with him.  
 

Long Term Strategy for Chambers 
 

23. Members raised the following regarding strategy for chambers to be fed back to HOC.  
 

• Smaller building which is professional looking with outside space but is 
necessary for the future.  

• Positive discrimination could be considered to increase BAMER 
representation 

• We could recruit civil practitioners but only if we thought their work might 
lead to work for members.  

 
 
 


